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Go Skippy Car Insurance Comes To The UK

Go Skippy is a fresh independent car insurance company which is now offering cover across
the UK including car insurance in London, Birmingham and Bristol.

Bristol, Avon (PRWEB UK) 11 February 2013 -- Go Skippy is an exciting car insurance company which has
been launched in the UK to provide affordable vehicle cover.

Go Skippy is based on the adventures of Skippy the Bush Kangaroo, the story of a young Australian boy who
had an intelligent pet kangaroo called Skippy. Skippy and his friend Sonny Hammond were always helping
people in the Waratah National Park of Australia. 91 episodes of the cult Skippy television series were filmed
but now there will be many more exciting escapades to look out for.

Not content with only helping people in one country, Skippy has now left his native Australia and has headed
for the UK where he will give local motorists a lift with low cost car insurance deals.

If you need cheap rates on

Third party insurance http://goskippy.com/car-insurance/third-party-insurance

Provisional car insurance http://goskippy.com/car-insurance/provisional-insurance

Just click Go Skippy – get me a quote!

Go Skippy customers also get a lot of extra features with their cover, which make it leaps and bounds better
than the rest.

They include a full home start breakdown recovery service*, unlimited windscreen cover**, £100,000 of legal
expense cover, and up to £150 of personal belongings cover. We even give 90 days of European cover, which is
excellent for UK drivers who want to pop over to the Continent.

Go Skippy operations director Alan Ball said: “Our unique selling point is our ability to include a full range of
benefits in our policies, meaning all our customers receive an unrivaled standard of cover without any extra
charges on top of their premium price."

The Go Skippy brand was created by an integrated Insurance Group with years of experience in the business.
GoSkippy.com is a trading style of Southern Rock Insurance Company Ltd, which is administered in the UK by
Eldon Insurance Services Ltd.

N.B
* Homestart Breakdown Recovery is only applicable for Comprehensive cover if your car is no more than 8
years old
** Windscreen Cover is only applicable for Comprehensive cover and restricted if any other repairer, other than
our approved repairer is used
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Contact Information
Jan Yost
Go Skippy
http://www.goskippy.com
0844 902 9700

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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